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Overview. Published in 2013, Five Days At Memorial: Life and Death
in a Storm-Ravaged Hospital is a work of nonfiction by American
journalist Sheri Fink. The book, which takes place in August 2005,
describes the struggle of staff and patients to survive when trapped in
New Orleans’ Memorial Medical Center during the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina. Lacking critical resources, the doctors make a …
Five Days At Memorial is a powerful, balanced and clearly written (if
slightly dry) account of the lives lost – or irrevocably altered – in a New
Orleans hospital after Hurricane Katrina hit. Sheri Fink, a physician
turned journalist, has obviously done lots of research; the book grew out
of a series of articles she wrote for The New York Times Magazine and
ProPublica that earned her a Pulitzer Prize.
The book, the result of years of research and literally hundreds of
interviews, chronicles the five days (August 28 to September 1, 2005)
during which the medical staff remaining at Memorial Hospital in New
Orleans tried to care for the patients -- over a hundred of them stranded,
like the staff, in a hospital without water or electricity --following the
flooding wrought by Hurricane Katrina.
“Five Days At Memorial should be required reading for any American
interested in whether their hospital is ready for its disaster, and
especially required reading for those who lead those hospitals — board
members, administrators, leading physicians and nurses, etc. Plans need
to assume help is not coming in five days, and how to decide which

patients will not continue getting care if resources to care for them …
Mar 18, 2021 · Vera Farmiga has been cast in a lead role of the Apple
drama series “ Five Days At Memorial,” Variety has learned. The
series is based on the Sheri Fink novel of …
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Five Days At Memorial, the culmination of six years of reporting,
unspools the mystery of what happened in those days, bringing the
reader into a hospital fighting for its life and into a conversation about
the most terrifying form of health care rationing.
Five Days At Memorial is the book length expansion of the New York
Times Sunday Magazine article that the author, a Pulitzer Prize-winning
physician-journalist, published in 2009. The book, the result of years of
research and literally hundreds of interviews, chronicles the five days
(August 28 to September 1, 2005) during which the medical ...
Five Days At Memorial, the culmination of six years of reporting,
unspools the mystery of what happened in those days, bringing the
reader into a hospital fighting for its life and into a conversation about
the most terrifying form of health care rationing. In a voice at once
involving and fair, masterful and intimate, Fink exposes the hidden ...

Five Days At Memorial Analysis. 1632 Words7 Pages. The novel
Five Days At Memorial by Sheri Fink gives an inside view of what
happened at Memorial Hospital during Hurricane Katrina (2005); a
disaster inside of a disaster. The lack of preparedness or ethical decision
making is quite disappointing, considering Memorial hospital is located
in New ...
Five Days At Memorial is thorough reporting about what happened at
New Orleans’ Memorial Medical Center during Hurricane Katrina and
its aftermath. Sheri Fink, who is both a journalist and a Ph.D.
neuroscientist, won the Pulitzer Prize for Investigative Reporting for the
2009 New York Times/Pro Publica article “Deadly Choices at
Memorial ...
Five Days At Memorial Themes. The Failure of Planning. Memorial
hospital has practiced for a hurricane-like disaster, but the rehearsals
had failed to consider the most extreme situations. Part of the problem is
money. The hospital needs upgrades to its emergency power supply,
which depends on electric motors located in the basement. However ...
Jan 27, 2017 · In Five Days At Memorial: Life and Death in a Storm
Ravaged Hospital, Sheri Fink, an MD-turned-journalist, describes the
fate of the patients and staff who faced the storm from within Memorial
Hospital’s walls. As the decisions made during this unique, chaotic time
cannot be evaluated from the place of our normal lives, she begins her
expose ...
May 13, 2021 · Emmy and Tony Award winner Cherry Jones is set to
star alongside Vera Farmiga in Five Days At Memorial, Apple TV+’s
limited series from John Ridley, Carlton Cuse and ABC Signature.

Sep 03, 2013 · Read an exclusive excerpt of Sheri Fink's searing new
book, Five Days At Memorial: Life and Death in a Storm-Ravaged
Hospital. It's the story of …
Sep 10, 2013 · The staff had to decide who to save, and in a new book,
Five Days At Memorial, writer and physician Sheri Fink reconstructs
the choices they made. She tells NPR's Steve Inskeep about the sickest ...
Sep 23, 2013 · Five Days At Memorial is Sheri Fink’s masterful,
disturbing account of that period at the hospital, and the fact that Isbell’s
story merits merely a page offers an indication of how bad things got
(when a disaster mortuary team finally entered Memorial two weeks
after the storm, they discovered 45 decomposing bodies, more than at
any other ...
SHERI FINK is the author of the New York Times bestselling book,
Five Days At Memorial: Life and Death in a Storm-Ravaged Hospital
(Crown, 2013) about choices made in the aftermath of Hurricane
Katrina. She is a correspondent at the New York Times, where her and
her colleagues' stories on the West Africa Ebola crisis were recognized
with the 2015 Pulitzer Prize for international reporting, the ...
Feb 01, 2021 · Five Days At Memorial. fullDescription. Pulitzer Prize
winner Sheri Fink's landmark investigation of patient deaths at a New
Orleans hospital ravaged by Hurricane Katrina – and her suspenseful
portrayal of the quest for truth and justice. In the tradition of the best
investigative journalism, physician and reporter Sheri Fink reconstructs
5 ...
Sep 01, 2020 · Fink, the author of "Five Days At Memorial," will
produce the project. Ridley, an Academy Award winner, is known for

past work on "12 Years a Slave," "American Crime," and "Guerilla."
Aug 26, 2014 · 5 Days at Memorial: Q&A with author Sheri Fink.
Five Days At Memorial: Life and Death in a Storm-Ravaged Hospital
is a non-fiction book written by journalist Dr. Sheri Fink. The book
chronicles the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, when thousands of
people were trapped, without power, inside Memorial Medical Center in
New Orleans in August 2005.
Feb 01, 2021 · Five Days At Memorial. fullDescription. Pulitzer Prize
winner Sheri Fink's landmark investigation of patient deaths at a New
Orleans hospital ravaged by Hurricane Katrina – and her suspenseful
portrayal of the quest for truth and justice. In the tradition of the best
investigative journalism, physician and reporter Sheri Fink reconstructs
5 ...
Mar 18, 2021 · Five Days At Memorial will be written and executive
produced by Ridley and Cuse, and both will serve as directors on the
limited series. ABC Signature is the studio. ABC Signature is …
Five Days At Memorial is thorough reporting about what happened at
New Orleans’ Memorial Medical Center during Hurricane Katrina and
its aftermath. Sheri Fink, who is both a journalist and a Ph.D.
neuroscientist, won the Pulitzer Prize for Investigative Reporting for the
2009 New York Times/Pro Publica article “Deadly Choices at
Memorial ...
Sep 23, 2013 · Five Days At Memorial is Sheri Fink’s masterful,
disturbing account of that period at the hospital, and the fact that Isbell’s
story merits merely a page offers an indication of how bad things got
(when a disaster mortuary team finally entered Memorial two weeks

after the storm, they discovered 45 decomposing bodies, more than at
any other ...
Feb 17, 2021 · On a whim, I picked up Five Days At Memorial by
Sheri Fink from the Charleston Public Library. This book is an in depth
investigative look at what happened at the Memorial Medical Center in
New Orleans during the storm, including the alleged euthanasia of a
number of patients. The second half of the book covered the fallout that
stemmed from ...
Feb 04, 2014 · Five Days At Memorial is a non-fiction book and the
aftermath of the decisions made at the hospital were highly publicized,
so the chances of a spoiler are pretty slim. Even so, if you didn’t follow
the news during the subsequent trials and want to read this book without
knowing what happened to the doctors involved, I recommend skipping
this ...
Sep 23, 2013 · From Five Days At Memorial, published by Crown
Publishers, an imprint of the Crown Publishing Group, a division of
Random House, Inc. Reprinted with permission. About Contact
Sep 01, 2020 · Fink, the author of "Five Days At Memorial," will
produce the project. Ridley, an Academy Award winner, is known for
past work on "12 Years a Slave," "American Crime," and "Guerilla."
Sep 10, 2013 · The staff had to decide who to save, and in a new book,
Five Days At Memorial, writer and physician Sheri Fink reconstructs
the choices they made. She tells NPR's Steve Inskeep about the sickest ...
Sep 01, 2020 · Based on the novel by Pulitzer Prize-winning author
Sheri Fink, “Five Days At Memorial” chronicles the first five days in a

New Orleans hospital after Hurricane Katrina made landfall. When the
floodwaters rose, the power failed and the heat climbed, exhausted
caregivers were forced to make life-and-death decisions that haunted
them for ...
SHERI FINK is the author of the New York Times bestselling book,
Five Days At Memorial: Life and Death in a Storm-Ravaged Hospital
(Crown, 2013) about choices made in the aftermath of Hurricane
Katrina. She is a correspondent at the New York Times, where her and
her colleagues' stories on the West Africa Ebola crisis were recognized
with the 2015 Pulitzer Prize for international reporting, the ...
Feb 01, 2021 · Five Days At Memorial: Life and Death in a Stormravaged Hospital. First edition. New York: Crown Publishers, 2013.
Print. Note! Citation formats are based on standards as of July 2010.
Citations contain only title, author, edition, publisher, and year
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Sep 10, 2013 · Five Days At Memorial (2013) is a two-part
investigation of the controversial events and decisions that took place at
Memorial Medical Center in New Orleans in the chaotic days following
Hurricane Katrina's landfall. The narrative recounts the harrowing days
during which the hospital's staff, patients, volunteers, and community
members had to ...
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